You’re invited

Please join us to celebrate Adrian Mole’s 50th Birthday

Sunday 2 April 2017, University of Leicester

Come along and you’ll be treated to an array of special events, surprise guests, a sumptuous birthday tea, an Adrian Mole goody bag, and of course, there will be cake!
For full details, see overleaf.

Book your place online at: https://adrianmolebirthday.eventbrite.co.uk
Programme for the day

Choose from any of the special events happening throughout the day, or come along to all of them!

10.30 - 11.30am **The Art of Adrian Mole**  
Attenborough Arts Centre  
A family workshop with illustrator Caroline Holden Hotopf.  
(Limited to 20 places.)

1.15 - 2.15pm **Sue Townsend: Playwright with Carole Hayman and Janette Legge**  
Peter Williams Lecture Theatre  
Reflections and reminiscences on Sue Townsend’s contribution to British Theatre and television.

2.45 - 3.45pm **Reunion: The Birth of Adrian Mole with Colin Broadway, John Tydeman, Geoffrey Strachan and Caroline Holden Hotopf**  
Peter Williams Lecture Theatre  
This unique event reunites key figures in the Adrian Mole story with lively and entertaining discussion of Adrian’s early years.

4.15 - 5.45pm **Adrian Mole’s 50th Birthday Bash**  
Peter Williams Lecture Theatre  
Hear from Simon Schatzberger, the original Adrian Mole on stage, and also enjoy the world premiere of three short new monologues specially commissioned for the occasion.